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REMINISCENCE

In a barIn a city whose name I forget
(It lay beyond a river of jet)
en a night unmerciful long ago,
I met a man you wouldn't know.
I didn't mow him· and he didn't"know me;
So I could talk and so could he. '
A f~w diChes an~;~ burst of speech
Revealed us brothers each to' each.
~,

I say I don't rememBer the' town,.
But I know the wind was coming down
From around a mountain' or off a plain
In a way. I hope it doesn't' again.
Before the besom of the :wind
The chaff was fiying~ the, grain 'Was binned.
Twisting and drifting from curh to cti;rb,
The chaff was noun for a stranger's verb.
The drink no less' than the allegory
Warmed the too inconspicuou,s story
That kept the veIns of memory warm.
The words competed with the storm.
The wind went past and the wi~d went round
With an instructive shrieking sound,
And the voice that spoke, by grace of mind
Rehearsed the demon that works
behind.
•
The circumstances, the special facts)
The pattern of the days and acts,
The parting of the culprit's hair,
The shape of the scars she made one wear,
Tl}.e way the wounds were dealt~ the way
They multiplied by night and day:These, as 'Cicero says, I pass over
As matters varied from lover to lover;
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Suffice it now-for an audience
In love with brevity, propense
To the essential image mirroring
The' absolute and the unvaryingTo put the truth derivable
From an excursion into hell
In words said then and so~ewhat poignant. yet:
The bad women are the hardest to forget.
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I see the sand, the turning shapes of time,
And they, my dear, are terrible,
Terrible.
As though the childish eye could see
The equity through the iniquity I
As though the childish hand could take
A hand to itself, and it not break
The heart, the heart I

o doom has the wings of a swan and the elegant
Colouring of a turkey. It is a fine bird
Covering continents with the spread of its wings,
Carrying to, all islands its sacred cry,
Its terrible yet moving voice.
And in the storms of sand a mirage before the eyes
There beats a dilapidated bird, absurd
In the flap of its wings, in its vain gestures,
Lost, but arrogant,
The valiant, gaunt
Angel of want,
The incredible proof
Of love.
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